
Discrete Math      Name ______________________________ 
Lesson 4.6 – Webster’s Method   
Exercise 1         Period   ___________   
  

During the contentious apportionment debate of 1832, when it was discovered that 
Jefferson’s Method violated the quota rule, Daniel Webster sponsored a bill proposing a method 
we now call Webster’s Method.  Webster’s bill was defeated in 1832, but his method was 
adopted for the 1842 apportionment.  In 1852, Congress passed a law requiring the use of 
Hamilton’s Method, which was used until 1901, when the Alabama paradox revealed in the 
apportionment bill based on this method proved too controversial to pass.  The apportionment 
bill based on Hamilton’s Method was defeated, and a bill using Webster’s Method passed once 
again establishing a House of Representatives with 386 seats.  Webster’s Method was used until 
the apportionment of 1941, when Congress fixed the size of the House at 435 seats and required 
apportionment using the Huntington-Hill Method.  

 
In Webster’s Method we use conventional rounding of the standard quota to determine 

the initial apportionment.  We call this initial apportionment the Normal Quota (NQ).  There are 
two cases for Webster’s Method.  
 
CASE 1: The total of the normal quotas (NQ) is lower than the number of seats to apportion.  
This case results in unassigned seats, so we will need to add seats to the initial apportionment.  
 
Step 1.  Calculate each state’s standard quota. 
Step 2.  Initially give to each state its normal quota (NQ).  Then find each state’s NQ+1 and 
NQ+2. 
Step 3.  Calculate each state’s modified divisor #1 (MD#1) by dividing its population by NQ+1.  
Then calculate each state’s modified divisor #2 (MD#2) by dividing its population by NQ+2.     
Step 4.  Give the unassigned seats (one at a time) to the states with the largest MD’s until all 
seats are apportioned. 
 
Example 1: Use Webster’s Method to apportion the 25 course sections to the four Math Courses. 
 

 
 

Math Course Enrollment 
(pN) 

Standard Quota 
(qN) NQ NQ±1 NQ±2 MD#1 MD#2 Rank Sections 

Math A 400         

Math B   90         

Math C 225         

Math D 200         

Total 
Enrollment (P)  Initial       Final  

Total  
Sections (M)          

Standard 
Divisor (SD)          



CASE 2: The total of the normal quotas (NQ) is higher than the number of seats to apportion.  
This case results in an over-assignment of seats, so we will need to take seats away from the 
initial apportionment.  
 
Step 1.  Calculate each state’s standard quota. 
Step 2.  Initially give to each state its normal quota (NQ).  Then find each state’s NQ–1 and  
NQ–2. 
Step 3.  Calculate each state’s modified divisor #1 (MD#1) by dividing its population by NQ–1.  
Then calculate each state’s modified divisor #2 (MD#2) by dividing its population by NQ–2.     
Step 4.  Take seats away (one at a time) from the states with the smallest MD’s until the proper 
number of seats are apportioned. 
 
Example 2.  The Placerville General Hospital has a nursing staff of 225 nurses working in fours 
shifts: Shift A, Shift B, Shift C, and Shift D.  The number of nurses apportioned is based on the 
number of patients per shift.  Use Webster’s Method to apportion the nurses to the shifts.�

 
Example 3. Sometimes the total of the initial apportionment of normal quotas (NQ) will give an 
exact apportionment.  In that case, the normal quotas become the final apportionment.  Use 
Webster’s Method to apportion 300 computers to six schools in the district. 

Shift 
Number of 

Patients 
(pN) 

Standard Quota 
(qN) NQ NQ±1 NQ±2 MD#1 MD#2 Rank Nurses 

Shift A 871         

Shift B 1029         

Shift C 610         

Shift D 190         

Total  
Patients (P)  Initial       Final  

Total  
Nurses (M)          

Standard 
Divisor (SD)          

School Enrollment 
(pN) 

Standard Quota 
(qN) NQ NQ±1 NQ±2 MD#1 MD#2 Rank Computers 

A 328         
B 1388         
C 30         
D 420         
E 136         
F 198         

Total 
Enrollment (P)  Initial       Final  

Total  
Computers (M)          

Standard 
Divisor (SD)          



 


